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REASONS TO WAX YOUR ASSHOLE

SMOOTH
MOVES

1. IT MAKES YOUR DOO-DOOS COME OUT LIKE THEY’RE IN A LUGE

It seems like the kinda thing you wouldn’t care about, but once you’ve experienced it 
you can’t go backward. You’re fuckin’ Cool Runnings. You’re at the Winter Olympics. You 
are a superstar. It also makes wiping massively easier, and reduces overall butt smell.

2. IT HURTS

As far as pain goes, asshole waxing is one of the most enjoyable. Why? Because it’s 
intense pain for exactly one second that immediately goes away. It’s not often you get 
to experience the kind of discomfort that immediately floods your brain with relief the 
second it’s gone.

3. PEER PRESSURE

All the cool kids are doing it. Don’t you want to be cool? Don’t you want to be smooth? 
Don’t you want to be so aerodynamic that you run 12% faster? Don’t you want to be 
uncomfortable for a couple days, and then EXTREMELY comfortable for like three 
weeks?

4. IT MAKES YOUR FARTS WAY LOUDER
Every fart will be loud-but-friendly. You will be a walking orchestra.

5. YOU’LL MAKE A NEW FRIEND
My wax guy has seen parts of me nobody else has. I am– at least physically– closer to 
him than anyone else on planet earth. At some point I will figure out what his name is.

A N T H O N Y B U RC H
DADDY MASTER
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LOOPER (2012)
DIR. RIAN JOHNSON
Looper is a movie about time travel and murder. In 
this movie, Joseph Gordon Levitt and Bruce Willis are 
the same person and this is pretty obvious because 
they have the same nose. Joseph is in the “present” 
and Bruce is in the “future” and Joseph has to kill 
Bruce even though he knows he is Bruce but hasn’t 
become Bruce yet because he isn’t in the future. There 
are a lot of moral questions raised in this movie like 
whether you would kill a bad kid if they turn out to 
be a bad person in the future (I would and I wouldn’t 
feel that bad about it if they were a bad person in 
the future) and whether movies should have people 
playing themselves with old age makeup or just two 
hot guys who do not look alike.

THE TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE (2009)
DIR. ROBERT SCHWENTKE
The Time Traveler’s Wife is a movie about time travel 
and marriage. It is not about the time traveler but 
instead it’s about his wife. She has a very hard time 
putting up with all of his time traveling because she 
can’t rely on him and they can’t have kids because the 
fetus is always time traveling to a time before it was 
conceived. This movie is very stressful and it made 
me glad that I am not time traveling in the real world 
because I’m just time traveling in this dimension. I 
imagine this takes the burden off my wife Samantha 
more but I’m actually not sure.

THE LAKE HOUSE (2006)
DIR. ALEJANDRO AGRESTI
The Lake House is a movie about time travel and mail. 
In this movie a woman and a man fall in love because 
they read letters in a mailbox at the lake house they 
both share. You might be thinking, well if they share 
a lake house doesn’t that mean that they already love 

each other? And the answer is no because they actually 
don’t even know each other! The man, who we’ll call 
Keanu Reeves is actually living 2 years behind the 
woman, who we’ll call Sandra Bullock. So instead of 
sharing important business information about stocks, 
Sandra just tells Alex that she loves him and that he’s 
going to die pretty soon. Ultimately neither of them 
need important information on stocks because they 
can already afford a lake house and their love for each 
other is free. 

BACK TO THE FUTURE (1985)
DIR. ROBERT ZEMECKIS
Back To The Future is a movie about time travel and 
loving your mom. In this movie a kid is hanging out 
with an old man who is a doctor or just a scientist and 
nobody says anything about it, which is good because 
secretly the doctor is going to the past through time 
travel. Very cool! But he dies and the kid is alone so he 
goes to the past instead. He falls in love with his mom,
but he tries not to because even though his dad is a 
goof he still loves him and wants him to be happy. 
Sounds like my step-son Terry! Anyways, he makes his 
dad seem cool and therefore avoids not being born. 
He even saves his doctor friend and everyone lives 
happily ever future. 

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET (2013)
DIR. MARTIN SCORSESE
The Wolf Of Wall Street is a movie set in the 1990s. It is 
not strictly about time travel but it is a very long movie 
and I felt like I got a little older watching it because it 
was so long and I was tired.

MORE FILM REVIEWS FROM RON STAMPLER
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ALL ABOUT DAD
A LOOK INTO THE WILSON PATRIARCH

ALL ABOUT DAD

Hey there folks! Darryl Wilson here. I don’t have a lot of time to chat, ‘cause, well, 
MY DAD IS BACK! But I didn’t want all of you here for some Wilson Wisdom to be left 
hanging. And since my big D is back, I wanted to give you all a bit more information 
about him. So I went through some of my old school work, and lo and behold, I found 
two essays I wrote about my dad. It was actually not a lot of school work to go through. I 
wasn’t the best student— I’m not parcularly proud of my corner cutting in that 4th grade 
essay. I also don’t remember my dad ever not picking me up from football. He was too 
great to do that. Anyways, I only found work from 1st grade and 4th grade. I don’t think 
Mom or Dad was particularly excited to keep any of my work or grades from middle 
school on. Whatcha gonna do!? I hate school.



ROAD HACKS

GLENN’S ROAD HACKS!

LET’S HIT THE
ROAD YOU CAN PARK IN WALMART 

PARKING LOTS FOR FREE, BUT 
THAT’S BASICALLY IT
Walmart parking lots are well known RV 
overnight parking safe spots— they’re well 
lit, they let you use the bathroom, and 
they leave you alone. However, there’s one 
important thing to remember and that 
is they REALLY don’t like it if you party 
in their parking lots. Make sure you park 
near the back, away from other vehicles– 
not blocking every shopping cart with 
your tour bus near the front entrance and 
blaring Van Halen’s self-titled debut album 
full blast while the greeter tries to get your 
attention. Also you gotta be careful because 
apparently you can be banned from ALL 
Walmarts. Crazy, right?

KNOW YOUR HEIGHT!
After almost a year of not driving around 
a mega tall vehicle, you kinda forget how 
tall your ride is. Do what your main man 
Glenn does— take a sharpie and draw 
your height on your windshield so it’s in 
front of you at all times. Make sure to do it 
backwards though if you’re doing it from 
outside like I was doing the first time. Also 
make sure you don’t do it twice in the same 
spot backwards and forwards because that 
makes “3” look an “8” and I know what 
you’re thinking— that would mean it looks 
taller than it is, better safe than sorry right? 
Except then your backup bassist ends up 
holding up the entire Mickey D’s drive thru 
because he’s thinks you’re too tall and plus 
clowns really scare him.

WHITE CHEDDAR POPCORN IS THE 
ULTIMATE ROAD SNACK
The thing about white cheddar popcorn 
is that it’s incredible. It’s perfect. It’s 
the tastiest snack ever made. Chips 
are good, but they’re also hard on your 
mouth (especially the dang kettle chips) 
but popcorn is gentle and soft and also 

delicious and plus you get the cheese dust 
caked onto your fingers which might sound 
a bit gross but trust me it rules 10/10 best 
snack dust you can ask for.

WHEN SLEEPING AT REST STOPS, 
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM SERIAL 
KILLERS!
Look, it’s unavoidable, especially when 
you’re a christmas cover band— sometimes 
you gotta spend the night in a rest stop, and 
listening to a bunch of true crime podcasts 
all day certainly doesn’t do much to calm 
the nerves. So use this trick a roadie once 
taught me: when you pull in, stand on top 
of your vehicle, tear off your shirt, and just 
scream at the top of your lungs for as long 
as you can. That way, if there WAS a serial 
killer, they definitely aren’t going for the 
car where the guy stood on his roof and 
screamed as loud as he could for a while.
If the cops get called, that’s cool too, 
because, 1.) Now any serial killer is 
definitely not going to talk to the guy who 
screamed from his car who got the cops 
called on him 2.) You’re not a serial
killer and plus they have no evidence of you 
screaming so you can always just say it was 
some other guy.

WAFFLE HOUSE IS WHERE THE 
LOCAL FIGHTS ARE
I’ve been to Waffle House three times— the 
first two times, there was a fist fight in 
the parking lot, and the third time, a dude 
pointed a shotgun at me. Fantastic place, 
great ambience, the best part of the south 
by far.

Fall is about the time me and the boys in the Trio usually start to gear up for the season’s worth of 
shows we do every year. So I thought I’d give my top tips for hackin’ it on the American asphalt!



HENRY OAK PRESENTS

ONE BAAAAD
JUMBLE!

JUMBLE

HEY GANG—  Puzzle master Henry Oak here... or should I say, zzulpe samret Nyreh Aok!
This month’s brain teaser is of the JUMBLE variety, and it just MUTTON be my best work yet!
Unscramble each of these sheep-related words and use the circled letters to find the answer 
to the knee-slappin’ cartoon riddle crafted by yours truly about two problematic rams.
Dogo ckul... oru’ey nanog eden ti!

1. WOOL 2. SHEAR 3. OVINE 4. LAMB 5. FLEECE 6. SHEPHERD
Final riddle: “THAT SOUNDS LIKE... A EWE PROBLEM!”

Psst! Are ya stuck? Don’t be SHEEPISH!
Sneak a peek at the answer key right here:



FAN ART!FAN ART!

Artist: @mctrashkingart (Twitter)

Artist: @fishmeal_ (Twitter)

https://twitter.com/mctrashkingart
https://twitter.com/fishmeal_


FAN ART! FAN ART!

Artist: @PensivePants (Twitter)

Artist: @Megolas_Art (Twitter)

https://twitter.com/PensivePants
https://twitter.com/megolas_art

